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PETROSMART EZ PAY-AT THE-PUMP SYSTEMS

CONTROL:
CARD READER EQUIPPED PUMPS AND DISPENSERS

EZ 8/16 Control System, Pay at The Pump sites
The EZ controller is the latest in a long line of simple and easy to use pump controllers, designed for rugged
operation with the latest technology, and is an inexpensive alternative to other full-blown POS systems. Two
models are available: the EZ-8 (for up to 8 fueling positions), and the EZ-16 (for up to 16 positions. Many of
today’s convenience store operators are incorporating more than just fuel and groceries at their stores. Finding an
easy to use POS that suits their needs in a restaurant or grill, that also provides pay at the pump, is difficult at
best. If a store has recently remodeled and added a tailored POS customized to a store’s needs, then decided to
upgrade to pay-at the-pump, the choice is clear. Call TMS... Since our system is doesn’t include the cash
register functions, the storeowner is free to choose from the most simple of registers, to a more complex POS
tailored to his specific needs. An added benefit to our systems is that the cash register, pump control, and credit
card functions are not all in one integrated unit… The store is not “dead in the water” if one of the systems goes
down. Our product combines a TMS PetroSmart EZ controller, providing control of electronic pumps and
dispensers with or without inboard card readers, with a countertop Hypercom credit card terminal, providing card
processing for all in store purchases. The storeowner chooses the best POS for his store The PetroSmart EZ
connects directly to dispensers equipped with card readers via our EZ IC Boxes. All that’s needed is a cash
register, a phone line and a card-reader dispenser. The EZ provides pump control and pricing, maintains shift
history, and the PetroSmart payment terminal completes all inside non-gas, and outside credit transactions as well
acting as the EZ console’s printer. Currently the PetroSmart-EZ control system processes the following
cards at Non-Branded or Independent Sites through two networks: ADS Chicago, or RBS LYNK (Atlanta).
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•
•
•
•
•
•

accepted by the PetroSmart EZ Hypercom credit card terminal:
Visa
• Visa Fleet
MasterCard
• MasterCard Fleet
AMEX
• Voyager
Discover
• Carte Blanche
Debit
• EBT
Wright Express

The EZ Pay-at-the-Pump system has all of the features of the Pump-Only version, plus the following:
• Perpetual warranty period with participation in the CircleNet program
• Friendly, Cooperative 24/7 help desk with participation in the CircleNet program
• All operational reports printed through the on board credit card terminal’s printer
• Higher reliability with discrete components
Features of the features of the Pump-Only version include:
• Friendly, Cooperative help desk
• Easily understandable operator interface equals quick training
• Self-Service Post-pay, Preset, and Prepaid sales, and Full-Service sales
• Less costly
• Small foot print
• On board modem allows remote downloading of program updates and of site configuration backed-up on
floppy or hard disk
• Interfaces with Gilbarco, Tokheim, or Dresser Wayne electronic dispensers, including blender MPDs
• Controls any hose designation (1-8) at each fueling position
• Optional TMS 35 printer made by Citizens prints all operator, manager, accumulating, declining tank
balance, and programming setup reports
• Maintains declining tank balances
• Features separate “Pump Select” keys to reduce the number of keystrokes
• Re-settable operator’s shift total and manager’s total
• Sends prices to electronic dispensers
• Retrieves electronic hose totals from the dispensers
Programming Features
• Self-Service and Full-Service pricing by grade
• Selectable setting for Stacking sales
• Selectable Prepay only sales
• Selectable Auto-Authorize operation
• Auto-Print prints completed transaction receipts automatically
• Selectable grade names for receipts and reports*
• Customized printer receipt headings via the EZ Config software
• Accumulating totals can be initialized to match the mechanical totalizer readings at the pump for
convenient tracking
• Manager password keeps accumulating totals and prices and programming secure from unauthorized
operators
Reporting Features
• Transaction receipts*
• Accumulating totals (money and volume)
• Dispenser electronic hose totals (money and volume)
• Current shift and three previous shift totals (money and volume)
• Manager’s shift totals (money and volume)
• Non-re-settable tank activity totals
TMS can now retain console site configurations on our servers, and provide operating software and configuration
downloads over the phone via an internal modem. Contact your local dealer, or call for TMS details.

